Photofragmentation of the fluorene cation: II. Determination of the H-loss energy-dependent rate constant.
The hydrogen-loss channel, induced by sequential multiphoton absorption, of the vapor-phase fluorene cation was investigated using a pulsed supersonic molecular beam, a time-of-flight mass spectrometer, and pulsed nanosecond lasers. Our new method leads to the determination of the absolute absorption cross section. Its attenuation with the number of absorbed photons has been approximated by means of statistical models. A model-free determination of the evolution of the dissociation rate constant in a relatively large energy range was obtained by solving the set of coupled differential kinetic equations numerically. Particular attention was focused on the data analysis techniques. The free fit of these rate constants is close to the photothermodissociation statistical model, but shows a discrepancy with the Rice and Ramsperger and Kassel model mainly at high energy. The resulting activation energy is in agreement with both that deduced from the ab initio calculations and that from the tight-binding energy potential surface model.